Chromosome 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11.2DS) is a genetic neurodevelopmental syndrome that has been studied intensively in order to understand relationships between the genetic microdeletion, brain development, cognitive function, and the emergence of psychiatric symptoms. White matter microstructural abnormalities identified using diffusion tensor imaging methods have been reported to affect a variety of neuroanatomical tracts in 22q11.2DS. In the present study, we sought to combine two discovery-based approaches: (1) White Matter Query Language was used to parcellate the brain's white matter into tracts connecting pairs of 34, bilateral cortical regions and (2) the diffusion imaging characteristics of the resulting tracts were analyzed using a machine-learning method called support vector machine in order to optimize the selection of a set of imaging features that maximally discriminated 22q11.2DS and comparison subjects. With this unique approach, we both confirmed previously-recognized 22q11.2DS-related abnormalities in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), and identified, for the first time, 22q11.2DS-related anomalies in the middle longitudinal fascicle and the extreme capsule, which may have been overlooked in previous, hypothesis-guided studies. We further observed that, in participants with 22q11.2DS, ILF metrics were significantly associated with positive prodromal symptoms of psychosis.
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-Introduction
Chromosome 22q11.2 deletion syndrome (22q11.2DS; also known as velo-cardio-facial syndrome or DiGeorge syndrome) is a genetic neurodevelopmental disorder that occurs from an interstitial deletion of 40-50 genes on the long arm of chromosome 22. Individuals with 22q11.2DS often experience cardiac and craniofacial anomalies, as well as learning difficulties, diminished trajectories of intellectual development, and difficulties with executive function, social skills, and emotion regulation (e.g., Antshel et al, 2005; Campbell et al, 2015; Duijff et al, 2012; Simon et al, 2002; Swillen et al, 1997) . Additionally, a sizeable minority (20-30%) of individuals with 22q11.2DS go on to develop psychotic disorders, including schizophrenia, in young adulthood (e.g., Bassett et al, 2005; Murphy et al, 1999; Schneider et al, 2014) . Given the increased risk for schizophrenia among individuals with 22q11.2DS, researchers have explored the links between this genetic deletion, brain development, and the manifestation of psychotic symptoms.
A growing body of neuroimaging research has helped to characterize gray and white matter abnormalities in individuals with 22q11.2DS, with evidence for both reductions in gray matter and total brain volumes (Campbell et al, 2006; Dufour et al, 2008; Gothelf et al, 2011) , as well as reductions in white matter volumes (van Amelsvoort et al, 2001; Baker et al, 2011; Campbell et al, 2006; Kates et al, 2001; Da Silva Alves et al, 2011) . A meta-analysis further highlighted volumetric white matter abnormalities in temporal, parietal, and occipital lobes (Tan et al, 2009 ). More recently, diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) methods have made it possible to evaluate white matter microstructure by measuring the magnitude and direction of water diffusion in three dimensions throughout brain tissues. This approach typically examines 22q11.2DS-related differences using several parameters, including (1) fractional anisotropy (FA), which measures the extent to which diffusion is directionally restricted, and which may be diminished under conditions of insult or damage to white matter; (2) radial diffusivity (RD), which is thought to be associated with the modulation of myelin in white matter; and (3) axial diffusivity (AD), purportedly associated with axonal loss or disorganization (Budde et al, 2009; Song et al, 2005) . Briefly,
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Although results have not always converged, due in part to the application of different whole brain and tractography methods, variable age groups, and small samples , most studies point to structural dysconnectivity of brain networks that have been implicated in visual spatial skills, language functions, and schizophrenia (Váša et al, 2016) . Specifically, alterations in FA, RD and AD have been observed in individuals with 22q11.2DS in interhemispheric (i.e., callosal) tracts (Bakker et al, 2016; Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014; Simon et al, 2005; Villalon-Reina et al, 2013) , and long range, anterior-posterior tracts such as the superior longitudinal fasciculus Villalon-Reina et al, 2013) , the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (Kikinis et al, 2013; Villalon-Reina et al, 2013) , and the inferior frontal-occipital fasciculus (Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014; Kikinis et al, 2013) . Alterations have also been noted consistently in intra-frontal, intra-parietal and intra-temporal tracts (Barnea-Goraly et al, 2003 Ottet et al, 2013; Da Silva Alves et al, 2011; Simon et al, 2008) , uncinate fasciculus (Radoeva et al, 2012) , cingulum (Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014; Kates et al, 2015; Kikinis et al, 2012; Simon et al, 2005) , fornix (Deng et al, 2015; Perlstein et al, 2014 ), anterior (Perlstein et al, 2014 Sundram et al, 2010) and posterior (Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014) limbs of the internal capsule, and both corona radiata and anterior thalamic radiation (Bakker et al, 2016; Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014; Sundram et al, 2010; Villalon-Reina et al, 2013) . This body of literature has been reviewed previously (Dennis and Thompson, 2013; Scariati et al, 2016) .
Given such strong evidence of DTI abnormalities in 22q11.2DS generally, the goal of the present study was to employ a discovery-based approach to identify a set of white matter tracts that maximally discriminates 22q11.2DS from control subjects and to potentially shed new light on tracts that were not explicitly examined in previous studies. We applied two separate discovery-based approaches to our data.
First, as described in detail below, we utilized a method called White Matter Query Language (Wassermann et al., 2013; to generate diffusion imaging metrics (i.e., FA, AD, RD, trace, and number of streamlines) for white matter tracts between each of 34 atlas-based (Desikan et al., 2010) 
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -5 regions of interest (ROI's) per brain hemisphere. This permitted us to examine the integrity and discriminative ability of white matter tracts that may not have been previously investigated or reported in individuals with 22q11.2DS. Second, we analyzed our resultant diffusion imaging metrics with a type of machine-learning algorithm called a support vector machine (SVM), which can accommodate multiple diffusion imaging measurements and can model their interactions in high dimensional space in order to optimize the classification of the two groups. The combination of these methods extends previous studies by examining the full scope of white matter tracts that are potentially altered in 22q11.2DS-affected individuals relative to healthy controls. For tracts that were significantly altered in probands, we assessed correlations with clinical measures in order to examine the extent to which those alterations may be driving cognitive and psychiatric impairments in individuals with this syndrome.
There is a considerable body of literature examining the application of machine-learning methods such as SVM with neuroimaging data for the purpose of clinical prediction related to psychiatric, neurological, and neurodevelopmental conditions (for reviews, see Fu and Costafreda, 2013; Orrù et al, 2012) . Of note, a relatively smaller group of studies supports the potential utility of using diffusion imaging data for making clinical predictions related to diagnostic status, functional capacity, and future prognosis (e.g., Ciulli et al, 2016; Dyrba et al, 2015; Fang et al, 2012; Haller et al, 2010 Haller et al, , 2012 Ingalhalikar et al, 2011; Li et al, 2014; O'Dwyer et al, 2012; Peruzzo et al, 2015; Pettersson-Yeo et al, 2013) . To our knowledge, no previous studies have applied machine-learning methods in combination with diffusion imaging data to samples of individuals with 22q11.2DS.
-Methods
-Participants
The imaging data presented in this study were derived from a subsample of participants enrolled in a longitudinal study of risk factors for psychosis in 22q11. 2DS (Kates et al, 2004) . Several papers
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -6 examining white matter microstructure have been published on this cohort based on assessments at the third timepoint of the study, while subjects were between the ages of 15 and 21 (Kates et al, 2015; Perlstein et al, 2014; Radoeva et al, 2012) . However, the current study examines white matter microstructure based on participant assessments at the 4 th timepoint of the study, when subjects were between the ages of 18 and 24 years. Moreover, whereas previous papers were based on imaging data acquired from a 1.5 Tesla scanner, the current set of analyses are based on data acquired from a 3 Tesla scanner, utilizing state-of-the-art two-tensor tractography to measure white matter microstructure.
The present subsample consists of all participants who returned for the fourth timepoint of the study, including 56 participants with 22q11.2DS, 12 unaffected siblings, and 18 community controls.
Participants were recruited from the International Center for Evaluation, Treatment, and Study of Velo-Cardio-Facial Syndrome at SUNY Upstate Medical University, parent support groups, and the surrounding community. Presence of the 22q11.2 deletion was confirmed with fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Informed consent was obtained under protocols approved by the medical center's institutional review board. Since siblings and community controls did not differ significantly in age (p = 0.12), gender distribution (p = 0.91), or full scale IQ (p = 0.33), we combined the sibling and community controls into one control group, consisting of 30 participants, for the remainder of the analyses (Table 1 ).
We also demonstrated that siblings and community controls showed minimal differences in diffusion imaging data that discriminated individuals with and without 22q11.2DS ( Supplementary Table 1 ). Diffusion weighting was applied along 64 directions with a b factor=700 s/mm 2 . One minimally weighted volume (b 0 ) was acquired within each DTI dataset. The total scan time to acquire the DTI dataset was 4 minutes and 52 seconds. A high resolution T2 scan was also obtained to align with the diffusion images.
-MRI
-Diffusion tensor imaging preprocessing.
We utilized an in-house script to correct for eddy current distortions and head motion. Using an affine transformation, this script registered each diffusion-weighted volume to the baseline volume using FSL (http://fsl.fmrib.ox.ac.uk) linear registration software "FLIRT".
-Whole brain tractography.
We applied a two-tensor tractography protocol to determine white matter tracts/bundles (Rathi et al, 2011) . Relative to one-tensor methods, two-tensor tractography features better fiber representation in both fiber branching and fiber crossing by computing two tensors for each voxel (Malcolm et al, 2010a) . Fiber tracts were generated from diffusion weighted images (DWI) using the Unscented Kalman Filter (UKF) based on a two-tensor tractography algorithm (Malcolm et al, 2010b) . Tract seeding was completed in every voxel where the primary single tensor fractional anisotropy (FA) value was larger than 0.18, with each voxel seeded 10 times. Fibers between neighboring voxels were traced following the direction of the primary tensor component. Fibers were terminated when the primary tensor FA value was less than 0.15.
-FreeSurfer parcellations and registration to DTI space.
We used FreeSurfer software (http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu) to obtain regions of interest via an automated approach, which segmented T1-weighted MPRAGE images into 34 bilateral, cortical and white matter regions for each participant (Fischl et al., 2004) . For each of the participants, the label map with FreeSurfer-generated regions of interest was registered to the DWI space by first diffeomorphically registering a T2 image in the same space as the MPRAGE image to the baseline DWI image of the same participant using the
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -8 FLIRT algorithm of the FSL software (Smith et al., 2004) , and then applying this diffeomorphism to register the FreeSurfer-generated label map to the DWI space for the same participant.
-White matter query language.
White matter query language (WMQL) was used to extract fiber tracts from the two-tensor whole brain tractography (Wassermann et al, 2013 (Wassermann et al, , 2016 .
WMQL was designed to estimate fiber tracts using neuroanatomical definitions. Fiber tract definitions were based on cortical regions where the fibers begin and end, as well as on white matter regions where the fiber tract is expected to project. These definitions were based on the FreeSurfer-generated parcellations of cortical gray matter and white matter regions (Wassermann et al, 2013) . Accordingly, for each participant, we generated diffusion metrics for white matter tracts between all 34, FreeSurfergenerated, left hemisphere, right hemisphere, and cross-hemisphere regions of interest. However, WMQL also allowed us to calculate the number of streamlines for each tract, and only tracts with more than 10 streamlines were reported. This yielded metrics on a total of 2037 tracts per participant. The diffusion metrics of FA, axial diffusivity (AD), radial diffusivity (RD), trace and number of streamlines were extracted from the entire fiber tract and mean values were computed.
-Machine-Learning Classification
We use the term "feature" to describe any diffusion imaging metric that was quantified for every subject and could be supplied to machine-learning algorithms for classification. For the present study, we examined only features that were measured above detection threshold for all subjects (thus reducing the application of our machine-learning algorithms to a total of 573 unique combinations of white matter tracts and tract features). These features included (1) the estimated number of fibers, (2) the mean FA, (3) the mean trace, (4) the mean RD, and (5) the mean AD for each tract. We constructed and independently validated the support vector machine classifiers using a custom-built pipeline based on a publicly available machine learning suite for R (Quinn et al, 2016) . Code for this classification pipeline is available upon request to the corresponding author.
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Individuals were pseudo-randomly selected for the training sample (n = 58, reflecting 67% of subjects). This sample was exactly balanced for the number of 22q11.2DS-affected individuals and nonaffected controls, such that they were not significantly different in age (t-test p > 0.25) or sex (chi-squared p > 0.25). All feature selection and model fitting was performed within the training sample. The training sample was bootstrapped five times to produce alternate versions of the training data. Within each bootstrap, features were selected using several methods, including t-tests, Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, recursive feature elimination (Guyon et al, 2002) , minimum redundancy maximum relevance (De Jay et al, 2013) , and empirical Bayesian feature selection (Ritchie et al, 2015) . The resulting features selected by each method were combined with a linear kernel SVM (Meyer et al, 2015) systematically tested over a grid of possible settings for cost penalty. The classification accuracy of each resulting model was evaluated using 5-fold cross-validation within the training set and the best performing model was selected from each of the five bootstrap; these were combined to create a prediction ensemble where the probabilistic decisions from the machines were averaged to make a final decision for each new data point tested.
The counterpart validation sample contained the remaining 33% of subjects (n = 28). This sample was not part of the initial model fitting but was instead used to evaluate the ensemble of best models developed in the training set. We repeated this procedure twenty times, each time assigning different subjects to the training and validation set, in order to obtain a robust estimate of classification accuracy.
We then examined which features were most consistently selected within the twenty resulting classification ensembles. We followed up our machine-learning analyses with t-tests comparing the two study groups on those features that were consistently selected within the machine-learning ensembles.
-Visual Inspection / Quality Control
All ROIto -ROI connections that significantly discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls were reconstructed using the image processing program, 3D Slicer, and were visually inspected for the imaging datasets of all study participants by our neuroanatomist (N.M.) and diffusion imaging
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -10 specialist (Z.K.) These visual inspections served to confirm that the location of these connections corresponded to specific fiber tracts that have been previously described in primate, histological, and diffusion imaging literatures (Catani et al, 2005; Dejerine, 1895; Ludwig and Klingler, 1956; Makris, 1999; Makris et al, 1997 Makris et al, , 1999 Makris et al, , 2005 Makris et al, , 2009 Makris and Pandya, 2009; Schmahmann et al, 2007; de Schotten et al, 2011) .
-Clinical Data and Correlations with Diffusion Imaging Features
For diffusion imaging features that were consistently selected within machine-learning predictive ensembles, we sought to examine whether those features were correlated with clinical measures obtained at timepoint four. We chose clinical measures reflecting constructs that have been previously associated with the particular white matter tracts selected by machine learning algorithms (as described in Results).
Unless otherwise noted, we used Pearson correlations to assess relationships with diffusion measures in the full sample, and we repeated these analyses in control-only and 22q11.2-DS-only subsets. Clinical measures examined for the present set of analyses included attention, which was assessed with a continuous performance test, the Gordon Diagnostic System (GDS); the Omission score from the Vigilance task was used for the present analyses (Gordon, 1983) . Additionally, we examined prodromal symptoms of psychosis with several subtotal items from the Structured Interview for Prodromal Syndromes (SIPS; Miller et al, 2003) , including Disorganized, Negative, and Positive Subscale scores.
The SIPS items are based on count data and tend to contain an abundance of zeros. These relationships were assessed using Poisson regression in the 22q11.2DS-only subset. We examined the total impairment score derived from the Social Responsiveness Scale (SRS; Constantino et al, 2003) . Additionally, from the Wechsler Adult Intelligence Scale -3 rd edition (WAIS-III; Wechsler, 1997) , we examined composite scores for working memory, perceptual organization, processing speed, and verbal comprehension.
-Results
The full sample available for classification was composed of fifty-six individuals with 22q11.2DS and 30 unaffected control subjects. Classification accuracy is shown in 
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A C C E P T E D M A N U S C R I P T DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -11 accuracy was high (> 90%), but was somewhat more modest in the validation set (mean accuracy = 0.848 + 0.052%). We identified ten diffusion features (i.e., FA, AD, RD, Trace), reflecting properties of 8 distinct pairs of ROIs, that were selected in > 50% of the machines that discriminated between study groups ( Table 3) . Across these 10 discriminative features, the indices of mean trace, AD, and RD were generally diminished in the 22q11.2DS-affected individuals, while FA was increased. These differences were robust following Bonferroni-correction for multiple testing (Table 3) . Below, we describe the tracts to which these features corresponded, and the clinical measures with which they were associated (also see Table 3 ).
Features of the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF; temporo-parietal aspect, bilaterally) discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls, showing evidence for increased FA and diminished RD and mean trace in individuals with 22q11.2DS (Table 3, Figure 1 ). In addition, the leftside temporo-occipital aspect of the ILF showed diminished AD in the 22q11.2DS group. Notably, these tracts also showed statistically significant relationships with SIPS scales reflecting disorganization, negative, and positive symptoms. These relationships were especially robust to multiple correction for the right-sided temporo-parietal aspect and the left-sided temporo-occipital aspect of the ILF ( Figure 1E ).
We further observed that features of the middle longitudinal fascicle (MdLF; left-side; Figure 2 ) and the extreme capsule (EmC; left-side, fronto-parietal and temporo-parietal aspects; Figure 3) discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls (Table 3 ). Both tracts showed diminished mean trace in the 22q11.2DS group. Moreover, the MdLF showed nominally significant correlations with errors of omission in the GDS vigilance task. In addition, two of the unique ROI-to-ROI connections that discriminated study groups in > 50% of the ensembles reflected tracts that passed controlaterally and showed reduced mean trace and increased FA in 22q11.2DS. Since our data suggested, and visual inspection (by N.M. and Z.K.) confirmed they did not connect left-hemisphere gyri to their right hemisphere counterparts as we would expect, we refer to these tracts as callosal asymmetries (Figure 4 ).
Finally, nearly all of the discriminative features for the tracts identified above showed significant correlations with WAIS-III composite scores for working memory, perceptual organization, processing speed, and verbal comprehension, as well as the total impairment score of the SRS; many of these relationships survived correction for multiple testing (Table 3) .
-Discussion
This is the first study, to our knowledge, to use machine learning algorithms to examine a comprehensive set of diffusion imaging features for a sample of individuals with 22q11.2DS. The three tracts that most robustly discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from comparison subjects were the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, the middle longitudinal fascicle and the extreme capsule. We further observed that the ILF was robustly, and uniquely, associated with prodromal symptoms of psychosis in our 22q11.2DS sample. Although dysconnectivity of the ILF has been reported previously in 22q11.2DS, our study is the first to observe microstructural alterations in the MdLF and EmC in individuals with this genetic syndrome.
Our unique application of two tensor tractography, along with our discovery-based method by which we measured diffusion imaging parameters along connections between the 34, bilateral regions of interest included in Freesurfer's Desikan atlas, enabled us to visualize white matter tracts to which previous examinations of microstructural alterations in individuals with 22q11.2DS may not have had access. Moreover, our use of support vector machine algorithms permitted us to test multiple iterations of feature ensembles to identify the features that most robustly discriminated young adults with 22q11.2DS from controls. Taken together, our image processing and analysis methods enabled us to demonstrate the classification accuracy of three association fiber tracts that differentiated our two samples.
The ILF, a long association fiber tract (Catani et al, 2003; Dejerine, 1895; Ludwig and Klingler, 1956; Makris et al, 1997 Makris et al, , 1999 , which extends from the parietal and occipital lobe to lateral and ventral regions of the temporal lobe (Makris et al, 1999; Schmahmann et al, 2007) , has been implicated in several studies of white matter microstructure in individuals with 22q11.2DS. Specifically, our finding that AD
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -13 and RD was decreased in individuals with 22q11.2DS is consistent with previous reports (Jalbrzikowski et al, 2014; Kikinis et al, 2012; Simon et al, 2008) . In contrast, the increase in FA that we observed is at odds with several reports of decrease in FA in 22q11.2DS (Kikinis et al, 2012 (Kikinis et al, , 2013 Sundram et al, 2010; Villalon-Reina et al, 2013) . One potential explanation for this inconsistency is that our atlas based approach to the generation of white matter tract parameters permitted us to differentiate between the temporo-parietal and the temporo-occipital aspects of the ILF, for which increases in FA were limited to its temporo-parietal aspect. Previous investigations of the ILF may not have been as fine-grained.
The ILF is a major pathway connecting neuroanatomic regions that comprise the ventral visual stream (Saur et al, 2008; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006) , which primarily subserves the functions of object recognition and facial emotion perception (Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006) , which have been The MdLF is a long association cortico-cortical fiber tract, which connects the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and dorsal temporal pole (dTP) with the inferior parietal lobule (Makris et al, 2009 ) that has been discovered in humans recently (Makris, 1999; Makris et al, 2009 ). Several studies have confirmed and expanded these original observations in more recent DTI tractographic studies demonstrating that the MdLF is comprised of multiple components that interconnect the STG and dTP not only with the angular
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -14 gyrus, but also with other associative cortical regions of the parietal and occipital lobes, including the supramarginal gyrus, superior parietal lobule, precuneus, cuneus and lateral occipital region (Makris et al, 2013a (Makris et al, , 2013b Maldonado et al, 2013; Menjot de Champfleur et al, 2013; Wang et al, 2013) . The MdLF is located ventral to the superior longitudinal fascicle II (Makris et al, 2005) and dorsal to the inferior longitudinal fasciculus, a fact in its relative topographic anatomy with respect to SLF and ILF, that contributed to its naming as "middle" in the rhesus monkey (Seltzer and Pandya, 1984) and the human (Makris, 1999; Makris et al, 2009 ). The delineation of multiple components of the MdLF has led investigators to hypothesize that this tract may support language, visual spatial and attention functions (Makris et al, 2009; Makris and Pandya, 2009 ). Furthermore, a study by Mesulam and colleagues (Mesulam et al, 2015) showed that the left anterior temporal lobe (including the temporal pole) is involved in word and sentence comprehension. These observations strongly support MdLF's role in the language network, a notion supported also by functional connectivity work by Kellmeyer et al. (2013) .
These hypotheses are supported by our observations of significant associations between mean
Trace of ROIto -ROI connections that putatively represent the MdLF and the composite WAIS-III scores of Verbal Comprehension and Perceptual Organization as well as the GDS Omissions score (at trend level). However, it should be noted that the associations we observed between WAIS-III composite scores and mean trace for the MdLF tract were not specific: these associations were also observed for the other tracts that significantly differentiated individuals with 22q11.2DS and controls. It is not surprising that composite scores representing multiple cognitive skills would be subserved by multiple white matter tracts.
Located medially to the MdLF, the EmC long cortico-cortical association fiber tract courses through the extreme capsule region, an anatomical white matter region between the insula and the claustrum, and extends from the inferior frontal cortex to the lateral part of the temporal lobe, especially the superior temporal gyrus, and the inferior parietal lobule (Makris and Pandya, 2009; Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006) . In humans, there have been identified three components of the EmC (i.e., frontal,
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -15 temporal and parietal; Makris and Pandya, 2009) . Given the different components of EmC, it seems a useful convention to indicate the peripheral terminations of the specific connection as shown in panels B and D of Figure 3 . We have elaborated upon this convention more generally in other publications of our group (Makris et al, 2013b . In their structural model of the language circuitry, Makris and Pandya (2009) proposed a novel ventral route consisting of the MdLF and EmC involved in language comprehension (via MdLF) and expression (via the frontotemporal component of EmC), thus complementing the traditional Wernicke-Geschwind model of language processing as elaborated further in Makris and Pandya (2009) . In non-human primates, the EmC has been found to connect the inferior frontal gyrus, which is the equivalent to Broca's area in humans in the frontal lobe, with the human equivalent of Wernicke's area in the temporal lobe (Schmahmann and Pandya, 2006) . Although this precise a connection can only be inferred on diffusion weighted images, it has led investigators to hypothesize that the EmC supports semantic and syntactic comprehension, thus constituting a core language pathway (Kellmeyer et al, 2013; Kljajevic, 2014; Makris and Pandya, 2009; Saur et al, 2008) .
Our observations suggested associations between metrics of the EmC and Composite scores of the WAIS-III, but again, these scores represent an amalgam of skills, and their association with the EmC was not specific.
Interestingly, the three tracts that discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls may represent structural components of the ventral stream for language processing Poeppel, 2004, 2007) , which is thought to underlie the interface between language sounds and meaning. It should be noticed, however, that to which extent MdLF is exclusively affiliated with the ventral language stream, remains to be determined with clarity (Pandya et al, 2015) . Accordingly, the circuits that comprise the ventral language stream putatively support auditory comprehension and semantic processes. Language impairments have been reported extensively in children with 22q11.2DS (Gerdes et al, 1999; Glaser et al, 2002) , and may be associated with alterations of these tracts. Moreover, it has been suggested that auditory hallucinations, a commonly reported symptom in both syndromal and non-syndromal individuals
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DTI-Based Classification of 22q11.2DS -16 with psychosis, may stem from dysfunction in processing and interpreting speech sounds (Badcock, 2010) , which are skills subserved by the ventral language stream. Accordingly, future studies that combine imaging of tracts included in the ventral language stream and specific measures of auditory comprehension and semantic processing in 22q11.2DS are warranted.
As noted above, two virtual connections that significantly discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls were labeled "callosal asymmetries". These were contralateral, ROI -to -ROI connections between dissimilar regions (e.g. left precentral cortex to right superior frontal cortex).
Although it is known in classical neuroanatomy (see e.g., Dejerine, 1895) that "human interhemispheric connections can be widely heterotopic" (Di Virgilio and Clarke, 1997) , this knowledge remains, nevertheless very patchy and unclear, thus not allowing us to confirm whether the callosal virtual fibers observed herein represent real anatomical connections. Consequently, these findings should be viewed with caution, as it is possible that they resulted from image artifact. Accordingly, any interpretation of their significance should await replication in larger samples.
The results of this study should be viewed in the context of its potential limitations. The sample was relatively small for a machine learning analysis. Since our total sample consisted of 86 individuals, dividing the sample into training and validation samples resulted in subsamples of 58 and 28 respectively. This underpowered our machine learning analyses to some extent. However, our follow-up statistical comparisons of the tracts that had significantly discriminated individuals with 22q11.2DS from controls (using Bonferroni-corrected t-tests) confirmed our machine learning findings, which mitigates this potential limitation to some extent. A second limitation was that, due to the nature of machine learning analyses, we excluded from analysis all features for ROIto -ROI connections that were not detected in our whole sample. Accordingly, our final group of features was limited to those for which there was no missing data. Consequently, this may have excluded observations of other potentially significant connections that may have discriminated our study groups. In fact, our preliminary analysis included
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Despite these limitations, our study not only confirmed that alterations of the ILF in 22q11.2DS may increase susceptibility to psychosis, but also demonstrated alterations in two additional fiber tracts, the MdLF and the EmC, that have not been observed in prior studies of individuals with this genetic syndrome. Moreover, to the extent that these three white matter tracts are critical components of the ventral language stream, our observations emphasize the potential importance of early, cognitive interventions focused on auditory comprehension, semantic processing, and other functions subserved by these tracts. Accordingly, our implementation of two-tensor tractography along with our discovery-based approaches to both image processing and analysis led to findings that can pave the way for future hypothesisbased studies that investigate these language-based tracts more extensively, and lay the groundwork for clinically-relevant cognitive remediation interventions focused on skills subserved by the ventral language stream.
-Conclusions
The application of discovery-based approaches like white matter query language and machinelearning analysis have the potential to identify the full range of diffusion imaging features that maximally discriminate 22q11.2DS. Using this approach, we confirmed previously-recognized 22q11.2DS-related abnormalities in the inferior longitudinal fasciculus (ILF), and identified for the first time, 22q11.2DSrelated anomalies in the middle longitudinal fascicle and the extreme capsule. We further observed that, among participants with 22q11.2DS, ILF metrics were significantly associated with positive prodromal symptoms of psychosis.
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